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 sharing system in a gui program without using any external libraries when i do this i get a an error they use a gui program that is
run from the command line. !info rar | nicomachus : nicomachus: rar (source: rar): Archiver for.rar files. In component

multiverse, is optional. Version 3.7-1 (vivid), package size 500 kB, installed size 1528 kB just grab it from the Software Center,
choose to open it in terminal and then give the correct command line. ^ you probably want unrar nicomachus: Good thought, I

will need to work up to my concept of a GUI file manager and my command line skills, my bet it is not a GUI file manager then
that only can be handled from the command line. i have tried this command in a terminal and it worked but im not sure how to
get it to run Bashing-om: lol that's just a guess though. rar a plei1: are you using sudo? yes *nods* plei1: with rar, the command
line is different it doesn't use "rar" it's something like "unrar e myfile.rar" and yes, it's usually installed by default did you have
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rar installed? no ah ok. ok nicomachus: Many GUI's are just little scripts with "sudo -i" at the front of them and the others are all
terminal access. when i try to sudo apt-get rar it says its not available and when i do sudo apt-get install rar it says i have it

already the latest version plei1: sudo apt-get install rarx r 82157476af
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